Pull-Out Blinds
by Coolabah Shades

Pull-Out Blinds are a simple solution in helping keep your outdoor living area cool and comfortable by reducing
the heat and glare coming through the roof, especially under a polycarbonate (Laserlite) roof.
Pull-Out Blinds can be mounted under a pergola frame or they can span across an open area between 2 structures.
The Blinds can be made up to 5m wide with a 3m projection or with a narrower width can have up to 5m projection, large areas can be covered by dividing into smaller manageable blinds that can also allow for more versatility in shading the area.
The Pull-Out Blinds can be made in a variety of fabrics with a large selection of different colours available. The
most popular fabrics are Shade Mesh, with either a 94% or 99% blockout, they offer the best shade while still
allowing filtered light though to maintain a comfortable ambient lit area.

For more information please contact Coolabah Shades, 03 9078 4533, info@coolabahshades.com.au

Pull-out Blinds styles

Technology at work for you

Manual clip-on option
With this style, the blind is unwound using the crank handle and the front bar of the
CONNECTING
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blind lowers down until there is enough fabric off the roll. The front bar is picked up
YOU
NEED
and then
clipped onto the fixings at the other end, once attached then blind is retracted using the crank handle to tension the fabric.
To retract, simply release the tension, unclip the front bar and crank the blind back
until closed. Benefits of the manual clip on option is it is very clean an minimalist
when retracted, no guides or rope hanging around.
Usually used where the front clip on point can be reached from the ground without
climbing ladders.

Key Features


Easily installed under existing pergolas



Spans open areas between structures



Easy operation using crank handle & rope and
pulleys



Custom made to suit



Mill finish or custom colours available for
Guide tracks and cross bars



Choice of Shade mesh or acrylic canvas



Wide range of fabric colours available



Colorbond Hood available (protects blind
when retracted in open areas)



Minimalist look

Guides with rope & pulley option
With this style the front bar of the blind is supported by the guides so when the
blind is unwound using the crank handle, the front bar stays up high and the fabric
unwinds in a large loop off the roll. Once enough fabric is off the roll for the desired
coverage, the rope and pulley system is used to pull the front bar along the guides
until the fabric is tight
To retract, simply loosen the rope and pulley at the front and use the crank handle
to wind the blind back until it is fully retracted
This system
is usually
used where
the front
fixing point
is too high to
reach from
ground level.

